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MidMid-Term Elections
There are three key things that should provide opmism for Democrats hoping to re-take control of the
House later this year. First, the majority party has historically lost seats in mid-term elecons. This could
stem from either a rebuke of the President’s agenda, or from renewed vigor by the minority party to regain
control of government. Second, a signiﬁcant number of Republican lawmakers have announced their
rerements since the 2016 elecon, thus creang opportunies for Democrats to ﬁll the vacancies. Third,
Democrats have shown much strength in recent special elecons.
Several factors will temper expectaons, however. First, the President’s job approval is up over 6% (now
above 43%) from last December, when it hit an all-me low of 37%. Addionally, the last me the
Democrats gained control of the House was in 2006, when they polled 12 points ahead of Republicans on
the generic ballot prior to the elecon. Currently, Democrats hold a much smaller margin of 6%. It seems
likely that the Democrats will gain seats, but possible that they peaked early in terms of momentum
heading into the fall.
Shi4ing to the Senate, the Republicans currently hold a small majority (51-49), but have very few
incumbents subject to re-elecon. Of the 35 seats up for grabs, the Democrats must protect 26 of them,
while the Republicans only have 9 to defend. This provides li8le opportunity for Democrats to ﬂip control
of the Senate into their favor. In addion, ﬁve Democrac incumbents are seeking re-elecon in states that
President Trump won comfortably in 2016. These trends indicate that Republicans will likely hold the
Senate in November, and could potenally add a couple of more seats.
Regardless of outcome, most potenal outcomes indicate that things will not get much easier for President
Trump in the near future. If the Republican majority in the House does narrow, it will make passing
legislaon even more diﬃcult. However, if the Republicans can in fact gain a few seats in the Senate, issues
such as court and agency appointments should go his way without as much resistance.
From a market perspecve, if Republicans hold their majories in both the House and Senate, the
President’s pro-growth, deregulatory agenda should stay largely on track, which will strengthen markets.
Tax cuts should remain safe, and the overall economic environment should remain posive.
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